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Introduction

Credentialing is different to other kinds of study you 
may have completed. It is not about attending lectures or 
tutorials or working on group projects and taking in new 
information. Instead, it is all about you packaging and 
mapping information that is uniquely yours – your skills, 
experience and knowledge.

Earning a Credential is a step-by-step process to identify 
and document your abilities and accomplishments, driven 
entirely by you.

FOUR STEPS TO EARNING A CREDENTIAL

Step 1. Choose your criteria

Step 2. Collect your evidence

Step 3. Write your reflective testimony

Step 4. Complete your assessment

This guide explains how to complete each step. You should 
also consider downloading a Credential Submission Planner 
(see the Resources section of this Credential’s webpage) and 
mapping out your submission plan. This will set you up with 
the basic information you need to start developing your 
submission.

While the credentialing process may be unfamiliar to you, 
a quick read-through of this document will show you it is 
a similar process to preparing for a major presentation or 
a big job interview. It is about showcasing your strengths, 
reflecting on your achievements and documenting 
your expertise. Earning a Credential is, at its heart, a 
self-affirming process for clarifying and verifying the 
experiences, skills and knowledge that are uniquely yours. 
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Your Credential submission must address the relevant 
criteria. All criteria are mandatory.

How you address the criteria will depend on the type of 
work you do and the environments in which you operate. 
To be successful, your submission will need to clearly 
demonstrate how your experience and achievements align to 
the relevant criteria. 

You must address all criteria

Criterion 1   You analyse and appreciate the theoretical, 
professional, cultural and societal dimensions 
to ethical practices

Criterion 2   You model ethical behaviours in public forums 
in a consistent and genuine manner

Criterion 3   You anticipate and assure operations satisfy 
legal, professional, institutional and related 
ethical standards

Criterion 4   You promote a culture of professionalism and 
integrity in all interactions with colleagues, 
customers, partners and the community

 

Choose your criteria
STEP 

1

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS  PROFICIENT

Along with satisfying the criteria, your submission will 
need to demonstrate the expected level of autonomy, 
influence and complexity of your skills and experience. 
Keep this in mind as you decide which projects or 
achievements you will include in your submission.

Autonomy 

You monitor and assure ethical practices across a 
discipline, function or major project

Influence 

You promote ethical conduct and integrity in the 
workplace, and in their profession

Complexity 

You have a detailed understanding of ethics, corporate 
and social responsibility, and the legal rights and 
responsibilities relating to the broader profession or a 
function

Autonomy, influence and complexity
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Evidence is the collection of documents you must provide  
to support the narrative of your reflective testimony. 

Consider and select your evidence before writing your 
reflective testimony. It is recommended that you select 2  
to 3 pieces of evidence. 

Types of information to consider providing:

• Public presentation, video or related evidence 
demonstrating the candidate has analysed and presented 
an ethical position with depth and clarity

• Policy, manual or guidelines that protect other’s rights 
and responsibilities (e.g. service code of conduct, service 
guarantee, research ethics guidelines, etc.)

• Documents, performance reviews (appraisals, 
professional certification), or personal profiles (multi-
modal feedback, ethical behaviour tests) evidencing the 
individual consistently applies ethics to decision making 
and personal choices

• Demonstrating ethical behaviour in leadership or people 
and interaction with customers

• Application of a code of ethics/ conduct

• Application of ethics in judgements and decisions

• Adherence to professional standards

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS PROFICIENT

Consider how your role in the evidence you submit 
satisfies the criteria with the appropriate levels of 
autonomy, influence and complexity.

Remember

Collect your evidence
STEP 

2
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Handling sensitive information 

Documents submitted must NOT infringe copyright  
and must NOT be confidential. 

You can remove names from evidence documents, however, 
you will need to provide the following statement on the 
document ‘For the purpose of confidentiality names have 
been removed.’

Where documents are not all your own work, you will  
need to explain your contribution within the testimony. 

If the evidence relating to the project or initiative is 
confidential you may supply third party testimony as  
part of your evidence. 

Third party testimony requirements

• The role of the third party in relation to you and to the 
project or initiative must be clearly described

• Please provide a link to an online profile e.g. LinkedIn and 
a phone number that we may use to verify the person’s 
identity and relationship to you

• The person giving the third party testimony must use and 
agree to the criteria in the legal declaration provided for 
such testimony

The form can be downloaded from the website.

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS PROFICIENT
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A single piece of testimony will need to be written for 
all criteria and will also be assessed against how you 
demonstrate Autonomy, Influence and Complexity. 

In order for the evidence to be considered during 
assessment, you must reference it from within your 
reflective testimony. 

Your reflective testimony is the main component of your 
submission and is the key basis for assessment. 

Your testimony must specifically refer to the parts within 
your evidence that demonstrate and satisfy the criteria and 
elements. You must cite those examples in your testimony.

Reflective testimony requirements

There are requirements that must be adhered to when writing 
your reflective testimony. Your reflective testimony must:

• Be written in first person and be within 500 to 1000 
words 

•  Be clear, succinct, free from grammatical and spelling 
errors but not omit any relevant detail

• Include an introductory paragraph that explicitly states 
the criterion/criteria you have selected, your current role 
and the level of the role, and indicate how the capability 
for which you are being assessed is evidenced in your 
experience.

Philosopher, psychologist and educational 
reformer John Dewey said “We do not learn 
from experience… we learn from reflecting on 
experience.”

This reflection provides a lens through which to 
view your professional capabilities within your own 
specific professional context and critically evaluate 
how you approach you role. We have found this 
process of personal reflection provides insights that 
translate to a positive influence on how you perform 
in your role.

Did you know?

Write your reflective 
testimony

STEP 

3
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Once you have registered in a Credential you have eight 
weeks to submit your testimony and evidence for assessment. 

The assessment process for this Credential has two stages.

Stage 1 

Submit your reflective testimony, referencing the evidence 
you are providing. When you have submitted your testimony 
and evidence – this involves uploading all documentation 
online – all submitted material will be assessed in 
accordance with the relevant criteria and the autonomy, 
influence and complexity. 

Stage 2 

Once the assessment panel determines that your 
submission has met the criteria, you will be invited to 
attend an online video interview. The recorded interview 
will be reviewed by  the assessment panel and, if your 
overall submission is successful, you will be awarded the 
Credential.

Use the checklist on the following page to ensure you are fully 
prepared to submit your documentation for assessment.

PROFESIONAL ETHICS PROFICIENT

Your video interview is an opportunity for the 
assessors to clarify and confirm any of the details in 
your reflective testimony and evidence submission. 
The interview questions will focus on the content of 
your submission. You must have copies of both your 
evidence and testimony with you for the interview. 

The video interview will be recorded and submitted 
to an assessment panel. The video recording will 
be stored and kept as part of the audit record of the 
assessment process.

Preparing for your  
video interview

Complete your assessment
STEP 

4
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Use this checklist to track your progress in preparing 
your submission. 

You should also consider completing a Credential 
Submission Planner to help consolidate your thoughts. 
You can download this document from the Resources 
section of the relevant Credential’s webpage.

If you meet all requirements – address all relevant criteria 
and demonstrate appropriate autonomy, influence and 
complexity in your testimony; provide suitable evidence to 
support your testimony; complete all documentation in the 
appropriate formats; and pass your video interview – you 
will earn a Professional Ethics Proficient digital badge from 
DeakinDigital. 

YOUR CHECKLIST

  Register for the  Professional Ethics Proficient Credential

 Choose a third criterion that best demonstrates your        
 Professional Ethics capabilities

  Gather and upload the evidence that will support your       
testimonial claims

  Write your reflective testimony, referencing your  evidence 
where appropriate

  Complete the online declaration and submit

  If invited, complete your online video interview

Credential submission checklist

If you require general support with your  
Credential submission, please email  
support@deakindigital.com or visit our  
website for further information.

Can we help?

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS PROFICIENT
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deakindigital.com 
info@deakindigital.com 

+61 3 9244 3761

DeakinDigital Pty Ltd 
Level 3, 550 Bourke Street 

Melbourne 3000 VIC Australia

 @DeakinDigital
  linkedin.com/company/deakindigital-pty-ltd

DeakinDigital is a  
wholly owned subsidiary 

of Deakin University.
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